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Abstract

Besides its important significance in plant taxonomy and phylogeny, sacred lotus

(Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn.) might also hold the key to the secrets of aging, which attracts

crescent attentions from researchers all over the world. The genetic or molecular studies

on this species depend on its genome information. In 2013, two publications reported

the sequencing of its full genome, based on which we constructed a database named as

LOTUS-DB. It will provide comprehensive information on the annotation, gene function

and expression for the sacred lotus. The information will facilitate users to efficiently

query and browse genes, graphically visualize genome and download a variety of

complex data information on genome DNA, coding sequence (CDS), transcripts or pep-

tide sequences, promoters and markers. It will accelerate researches on gene cloning,

functional identification of sacred lotus, and hence promote the studies on this species

and plant genomics as well.

Database URL: http://lotus-db.wbgcas.cn.

Introduction

Sacred lotus (Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn.) belongs to

Nelumbonaceae, a small family of plant and is a basal

eudicot with a long history of evolution. This plant family

contains only one genus with two species: N. nucifera

Gaertn and N. lutea (Willd.) Pers (1). Sacred lotus lies out-

side of the core eudicots, and its closest relatives belong to

the families Proteaceae and Platanaceae (1). As

Nelumbonaceae is in a key phylogenetic position, sacred

lotus is important for plant evolutionary study (2). It was

initially a terrestrial plant. However, over time, lotus has

adapted to aquatic habitats. So it has a significant taxo-

nomic importance, which attracts a crescent focus of

researchers from all over the world.

Sacred lotus is a symbol of spiritual purity and longevity

in both Buddhism and Hinduism, and has numerous reli-

gious, economic and medicinal values. Historically, it was

used as food and herbal medicine for a long time in Asia
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(3). Sacred lotus seed is one of the world’s longest living

seeds (1300 years) (1). These facts led scientists to believe

that sacred lotus might hold the key to the secret of aging.

In addition, its nanoscopic closely packed protuberances of

petals and leaves could repel grime and water, which is

thought to be a self-cleaning mechanism (4).

A lot of studies focusing on secondary metabolite

analysis and medicinal usage (5–10), genetics and genetic

diversity assessment (11–14) were conducted on this spe-

cies. The increment of studies on sacred lotus needs more

genetic information about this species. For these reasons,

whole-genome sequencing on sacred lotus has been inde-

pendently finished by two groups, including the scientists

from China, USA, Australia and Japan (4, 15). As the

initial step to understand the myths of sacred lotus, our

group’s genome sequence is acquired by shotgun approach

with 94.2 Gb (101�) illumina and 4.8 Gb (5.2�) 454

sequence. The final genome assembly reaches to 804 Mb,

which is 86.5% of the estimated 929 Mb lotus genome

(16). The median N50 scaffold length of this assembled

genome is �1.3 Mb, which makes lotus the eighth largest

assembled genome among the 39 published plant genomes

to date. The scaffolds were aligned and oriented to the nine

linkage groups for the eight lotus chromosomes, with one

gap remaining between two linkage groups (4).

Completion of genome sequencing will enable us to

perform genome-wide study in sacred lotus. However,

functional annotation of genes depends on a large scale of

data sets, such as transcriptomics and proteomics. The gen-

ome sequencing of Arabidopsis thaliana (17), Oryza sativa

(18, 19) and other plant species has greatly promoted the

plant functional genomics studies. The generation of web-

based public available databases, specifically databases for

Arabidopsis and rice (20–23), has contributed a lot to the

whole community (24). To facilitate the studies in sacred

lotus community and provide them with a resource for

data mining for the sacred lotus genome and a platform to

perform comparative genomics with other genomes, the

sacred lotus Genome Annotation Project was initiated in

2013 upon the completion of the genome sequencing.

Then we constructed the LOTUS-DB, a database platform

to search, analyse, integrate and distribute genomic and

related data.

Database construct

System implementation

The server of LOTUS-DB was built with Linux Ubuntu

Server 12.04, Apache 2, MySQL Server 5.5 and Python2.7.

The framework of LOTUS-DB is composed of three layers

(Figure 1). A relational database, LOTUS-DB, is the core

layer and is implemented in the MySQL relational data-

base management system. All data and information were

stored in MySQL tables to facilitate efficient management,

search and display. Common gateway interface (CGI) pro-

grams and content management system (CMS) constitute

the intermediate layer. The CGIs were mainly developed

using Perl, PHP, JavaScript and C programming languages,

with which we developed scripts for BLAST and BLAT

analysis. And we use Python Django framework 1.6

(https://www.djangoproject.com/) for sequence analysis,

searching gene, co-expression analysis and gene function

search. Results of search and analyses will be obtained by

html templates and displayed to user end. The sacred lotus

genome browser, Lotus GBrowse, is driven by the Generic

Genome Browser (25, 26), one of the Generic Model

Organism Database (http://gmod.org) components for

manipulating and displaying annotations on genomes. The

Lotus GBrowse was configured following instructions so

that it can access lotus data in the LOTUS-DB database.

Data and processing

The sequencing data was assembled into nine megascaf-

folds based on 3 605 scaffolds, from which 26 685 protein

coding genes consisting of 132 653 exons, 108 887 introns

and 628 200 repetitive sequences were predicted using de

novo and homologous methods with MAKER (version

2.22) (27). Approximately 82% of the annotated proteins

have similarity with proteins in UniProtKB/SwissProt (28)

as identified by BLASTp (E value<0.0001) (29, 30).

Protein domains and Gene Ontologies (GO) were pre-

dicted by searching InterPro databases (31). The repetitive

elements include 144 200 Class I and 251 800 Class II

transposable elements (TE) and 232 200 other unknown

repeats. Meanwhile, the assembled N. nucifera genome

was submitted to GeneBank (AQOG00000000; PID

PRJNA168000), and the whole-genome shotgun raw reads

were deposited under SRA study: SRP021228.

The Illumina sequencing of lotus transcriptome from

four tissues (leaf blade, petiole, rhizome internode and

root) generated 42.6 Gb sequences, which were deposited

in the NCBI SRA under accession number of SRP021038.

The transcriptome sequences were mapped to genome se-

quences using CLC Genomic workbench to determine gene

expression levels using number of reads per kilobase per

million mapped reads (RPKM). Features of gene expres-

sion in the four tissues were then analysed based on the

RPKMs using cuffdiff (http://cufflinks.cbcb.umd.edu/).

Database usage

To provide abundant information about sacred lotus to the

plant biologists community, the LOTUS-DB database was
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constructed. A clear framework was designed to provide

the users an efficient and friendly interface to operate the

genome data of sacred lotus, which is shown as a simple

and direct homepage (Figure 2). The users could easily

search for sequence information, perform comparison and

download data selectively or entirely. The website is

mainly divided into five sections: Search, Tools, Gbrowse,

Download and Gallery. All of the sections are part of the

navigation toolbar at the top of the homepage (Figure 2a).

Some tools or search functions that would be more fre-

quently used are placed in the homepage. The left side of

the homepage allows users to search the genes by inputting

putative functions and to get the entire annotation infor-

mation of a single gene by inputting gene IDs (Figure 2b).

Some frequently used tools are BLAST and BLAT; sacred

lotus cultivar photos (Gallery) and how to use our website

(Help) are placed at the central part of the homepage. The

right side of the homepage displays news and publications

related to sacred lotus and an animated photo of Gallery

(Figure 2d).

Search

Search engine is probably the primary function for all

the bioinformatic databases. The LOTUS-DB search page

is the entry point for searching for major information on

sacred lotus genome. The current version allows the users

to search gene by its ID, putative function (e.g. F-box

protein or protein kinase) and gene ontology (GO) ID,

Figure 1. The framework of LOTUS-DB. The core of LOTUS-DB is implemented in MySQL database and the intermediate layer is constituted by CGI

and CMS (see data sets and methods).
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PFAM and interpro numbers. The users can also search

for the information about the expression of genes, which

provides the expressional values (based on transcriptome)

in different tissues. Multiple genes could be searched at

the same time.

After searching, a new webpage will jump out and dis-

play all the matched results (Figure 3). Details of each

matched result could be viewed by clicking on it. On the

top of the matched gene list, different options of operation

are provided (Figure 3). The users could conduct the

operation to retrieve in batches the CDS, protein, flanking

sequences (500 or 1000 bp upstream and downstream of

the CDS) by clicking the corresponding hyperlink on the

top of the results.

Download

The download page provides users with selective and all

download. To execute this function, the user just needs to

input the ID of the genes one by one in a comma-separated

form, the CDS, flanking sequence, protein sequence, GO

annotation, Pfam, interpro number and RNA expression

value (FPKM) would be easily fetched.

The all download function provides the FTP download

for genome sequence and its annotation information,

Figure 2. The interface of LOTUS-DB. (a) The navigation toolbar contains the main icons for the function of the website. (b) The sequences retrieval

and genes search area. (c) Frequently used tools. (d) News, publications and gallery photos show.
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transcriptomics data, CDS, protein, genetic marker data,

among others.

Map viewer

The gene map view of LOTUS-DB is based on Gbrowse

(Figure 4). It provides an integrated visualization tool for

viewing coding genes, noncoding RNAs, GC content,

molecular marks (SSR) and RNA-seq. It allows users to

search, browse, zoom in or out, scroll and export any gen-

ome regions as images, GFF annotations or fasta files.

Users could easily manually select tracks that they want to

display by clicking the icons.

Tools

LOTUS-DB also offers homology searching by BLAST and

BLAT (32). The BLAT search with the client/server version

is conducted with the default setting. This function could

quickly locate the DNA sequence in the genome. For

BLAST search, the LOTUS-DB provides BLASTn,

BLASTx, tBLASTx and tBLASTn programs to search

against nucleotide sequences (genome, CDS, transcripts of

four tissues) and protein sequences. Pasting the DNA/

Protein sequences in the query box or uploading a fasta file

is acceptable. Advanced options for filtering low-

complexity sequences, genetic codes and other parameters

are also available.

The ID convert function can convert the gene IDs

between the new and old version. For example,

NNU_00001 can be converted to maker-scaffold_252-

snap-gene-0.17. Multiple genes can be converted at the

same time. The database also provided primer design

function based on the gene sequence from lotus or other

species.

Gallery

The sacred lotus, native to Asia and Australia, has abun-

dant genetic resources or germplasms (33, 34). Wuhan

Botanical Garden of the Chinese Academy of Sciences

Figure 3. An example of searching genes by putative function. The page output when ‘putative kinase’ is searched. The red rectangle indicates the

hyperlinks that allow users to download the CDS, protein and flanking sequences as fasta format.
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(WBGCAS) has collected and conserved more than 300

different lotus accessions from all over the world. To facili-

tate lotus breeders, the LOTUS-DB specifically creates a

gallery for these genetic germplasms with photos and brief

introductions. It would be beneficial for the research com-

munity to freely exchange materials to be applied in breed-

ing and research.

Conclusion and Future Direction

With a goal of providing a comprehensive platform for bio-

logical studies on sacred lotus, the current LOTUS-DB pro-

vides the research community with visualization of genome

organization (Gbrowse), searching gene(s) based on one

standard, batch download of DNA/protein sequence(s),

analysis of gene tissue expression pattern, annotation of

gene(s) with genome information, GO, homologs, molecu-

lar functions, among others. Therefore, it would not only

accelerate the cloning, identification and functional research

on sacred lotus gene(s), but also largely facilitate proteomic

and transcriptomics studies on sacred lotus.

In the coming years, the database will be continuously

optimized in structure and user interface. The efforts will

be sustained through genome annotation updates, deposit-

ing genetic markers and the integration of gene expression

data from transcriptomic sequencing. In addition, launch-

ing results on proteomic and metabolomic studies on

sacred lotus that we carried out recently will produce mas-

sive data on protein and metabolite information. We plan

to integrate this data into LOTUS-DB. Till then, the

Figure 4. The Gbrowse page of LOTUS-DB. The information on coding genes, non-coding RNAs, GC content, molecular marks (SSR) and RNA-seq

could be selectively shown on Gbrowse by setting output items through clicking ‘Select Tracks’ button.
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LOTUS-DB would be a more comprehensive database for

a more extensive community.
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